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A stunning novel that examines the price of loyalty,
the burden of regret, the meaning of salvation, and
the sacrifices we make for those we love, told in the
voices of two unforgettable women linked by a
decades-old family mystery at a picturesque lake
house. In 1935, six-year-old Emily Evans vanishes
from her family’s vacation home on a remote
Minnesota lake. Her disappearance destroys the
family—her father commits suicide, and her mother
and two older sisters spend the rest of their lives at
the lake house, keeping a decades-long vigil for the
lost child. Sixty years later, Lucy, the quiet and
watchful middle sister, lives in the lake house alone.
Before her death, she writes the story of that
devastating summer in a notebook that she leaves,
along with the house, to the only person who might
care: her grandniece, Justine. For Justine, the lake
house offers freedom and stability—a way to escape
her manipulative boyfriend and give her daughters
the home she never had. But the long Minnesota
winter is just beginning. The house is cold and
dilapidated. The dark, silent lake is isolated and
eerie. Her only neighbor is a strange old man who
seems to know more about the summer of 1935 than
he’s telling. Soon Justine’s troubled oldest daughter
becomes obsessed with Emily’s disappearance, her
mother arrives to steal her inheritance, and the man
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she left launches a dangerous plan to get her back.
In a house haunted by the sorrows of the women
who came before her, Justine must overcome their
tragic legacy if she hopes to save herself and her
children.
Continues the saga of Gideon and Eva, whose
passionate bond is put to an ultimate test by
torments from their respective pasts.
Includes excerpts from other titles by the authors.
MISLED Special Task Force agent Derek Atkinson
has a craving for luscious vampire Sable Taylor. But
Sable's a bounty hunter, which makes him direct
competition in the capture of wanted criminals.
Despite the obvious attraction between them, she
won't give him a chance and after two years, he's
tired of waiting for her to come around. So he's got a
plan to give them both what they want... each other.
Sable's on a dangerous mission. She's not who
Derek thinks she is, so anything personal just isn't
possible. But like most master vampires, Derek's wily
and used to having his way. When he traps her on
his ship, she decides to indulge. Two straight days of
mind-blowing sex should be enough, but it isn't, not
for either of them. Her heart is involved now, but
Sable can't let Derek get too close. If he finds out
what she's doing, he'll never forgive her. Derek,
however, refuses to let go. Now he's getting shot at
and asking questions she shouldn't answer. Sable
has to reveal the truth... Derek's love has been
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misled... KISS OF THE NIGHT Special Task Force
agent Alexei Night has had a crush on Interstellar
Council Representative Briana Michaels ever since
the first time he saw her on the vid comm. But their
lives are worlds apart. He's a vampire. She's not.
There's no possibility of a relationship between them.
Yet he still dreams of her... When Briana's unpopular
position supporting vampiric rights threatens her
family, Alex leaps at the chance to protect her and
be with her. It's a two-week journey to her
homeworld, and he'll spend it making love with the
woman he can't keep, trying to get enough of her to
last an eternity. Their erotic connection is easily
established but their bond doesn't overshadow the
danger surrounding Briana. A hopeless romance
with a woman whose mortal life is threatened...
Things can't get any worse for Alex. And then
somehow...they do.
Gideon menyebutku malaikatnya, tapi sebenarnya
dialah mukjizat dalam hidupku Pejuangku yang
tampan dan terluka, yang bertekad menghabisi iblisiblisku sementara dia menolak menghadapi iblisnya
sendiri. Ikrar yang sudah kami teguhkan seharusnya
bisa mengikat kami lebih erat daripada darah dan
daging. Namun, janji itu malah membuka luka-luka
lama, membuka rasa sakit dan gelisah, serta
mengeluarkan musuh-musuh yang tadinya
bersembunyi. Aku merasakannya terlepas dari
genggamanku, ketakutan terbesarku menjadi nyata.
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Cintaku diuji hingga aku nyaris tak kuat
menanggungnya. Pada saat paling cerah dalam
hidup kami, kegelapan menyusup dan mengancam
segala yang sudah kami bangun dengan susah
payah. Kami menghadapi pilihan yang buruk:
kembali lagi ke kehidupan lama kami yang nyaman
sebelum kami saling mengenal atau
memperjuangkan masa depan yang mendadak
terasa jauh dan tanpa harapan…
There's nothing more romantic than Valentine's
Day...except Sylvia Day. Now in one deluxe box set,
the first four novels in the Crossfire series. The #1
New York Times bestselling author. The #1
worldwide phenomenon. Bared to You He was
beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was
drawn to him as I'd never been to anything or
anyone in my life. I craved his touch like a drug,
even knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and
damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so
easily... Gideon knew. He had demons of his own.
And we would become the mirrors that reflected
each other's most private wounds... and desires. The
bonds of his love transformed me, even as I prayed
that the torment of our pasts didn't tear us apart...
Reflected in You Gideon Cross. As beautiful and
flawless on the outside as he was damaged and
tormented on the inside. He was a bright, scorching
flame that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I
couldn’t stay away. I didn’t want to. He was my
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addiction… my every desire… mine. My past was as
violent as his, and I was just as broken. We’d never
work. It was too hard, too painful… except when it
was perfect. Those moments when the driving
hunger and desperate love were the most exquisite
insanity. We were bound by our need. And our
passion would take us beyond our limits to the
sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession… Entwined
with You From the moment I first met Gideon Cross,
I recognized something in him that I needed.
Something I couldn't resist. I also saw the dangerous
and damaged soul inside—so much like my own. I
was drawn to it. I needed him as surely as I needed
my heart to beat. No one knows how much he risked
for me. How much I'd been threatened, or just how
dark and desperate the shadow of our pasts would
become. Entwined by our secrets, we tried to defy
the odds. We made our own rules and surrendered
completely to the exquisite power of possession...
Captivated by You Gideon calls me his angel, but
he’s the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded
warrior, so determined to slay my demons while
refusing to face his own. The vows we’d exchanged
should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh.
Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and
insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out of the
shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp, my
greatest fears becoming my reality, my love tested in
ways I wasn’t sure I was strong enough to bear. At
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the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his
past encroached and threatened everything we’d
worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the
familiar safety of the lives we’d had before each
other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed
an impossible and hopeless dream...
The instant number one bestseller FROM #1
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR SYLVIA
DAY The final chapter in the global blockbuster
Crossfire quintet Gideon Cross. Falling in love with
him was the easiest thing I’ve ever done. It
happened instantly. Completely. Irrevocably.
Marrying him was a dream come true. Staying
married to him is the fight of my life. Love
transforms. Ours is both a refuge from the storm and
the most violent of tempests. Two damaged souls
entwined as one. We have bared our deepest,
ugliest secrets to one another. Gideon is the mirror
that reflects all my flaws ... and all the beauty I
couldn’t see. He has given me everything. Now, I
must prove I can be the rock, the shelter for him that
he is for me. Together, we could stand against those
who work so viciously to come between us. But our
greatest battle may lie within the very vows that give
us strength. Committing to love was only the
beginning. Fighting for it will either set us free ... or
break us apart. Heartbreakingly and seductively
poignant, One with You is the breathlessly awaited
finale to the Crossfire saga, the searing love story
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that has captivated millions of readers worldwide.
Angel Adrian Mitchell tries to convince Lindsay
Gibson that she is actually Shadoe, the woman he
loves and keeps losing, in a new body, while dealing
with a pack of rogue vampires and a lycan revolt.
A year is a long time in the memory of a small town.
Stories get twisted, truths become warped, history is
rewritten. MYSTERIES When Laura discovers an old
photo of her grandmother, Lillian, with an intriguing
inscription on the back, she heads to the sleepy
seaside town of Banksia Bay to learn the truth of
Lillian’s past. But when she arrives, Laura finds a
community where everyone seems to be hiding
something. SECRETS Virginia, owner of the iconic
Beach Shack café, has kept her past buried for sixty
years. As Laura slowly uncovers the tragic fragments
of that summer so long ago, Virginia must decide
whether to hold on to her secrets or set the truth
free. LIES Young Gigi and Lily come from different
worlds but forge an unbreakable bond – the ‘Sisters
of Summer’. But in 1961 a chain of events is set off
that reaches far into the future. One lie told. One lie
to set someone free. One lie that changes the
course of so many lives. Welcome to the Banksia
Bay Beach Shack, where first love is found and last
chances are taken. A moving and heartfelt story by
the bestselling author of The Kookaburra Creek Café
and The Cottage At Rosella Cove. Praise for Sandie
Docker: ‘Docker soars from the absolute heart’
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Australian Women’s Weekly ‘The best of the best of
heart-wrenching yarns.’ Woman’s Day
THE MULTI-MILLION BESTSELLING CROSSFIRE
SERIES - OVER 18 MILLION COPIES SOLD
WORLDWIDE Experience the passion of Eva and
Gideon's romance in the first four intensely sensual
Crossfire novels : Bared to You, Reflected in You,
Entwined with You, and the hotly anticipated number
one bestselling Captivated by You. Bared to You
Gideon Cross came into my life like lightning in the
darkness - beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white
hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to anything
or anyone in my life. The bonds of his love
transformed me, even as I prayed that the torment of
our pasts didn't tear us apart . . . Reflected in You
Gideon Cross was a bright, scorching flame that
singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn't
stay away. He was my addiction. my every desire.
We were bound by our need. And our passion would
take us beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest
edge of obsession. Entwined with You No one
knows how much Gideon risked for me. How much
I'd been threatened, or just how dark and desperate
the shadow of our pasts would become. Entwined by
our secrets, we tried to defy the odds. We made our
own rules and surrendered completely to the
exquisite power of possession . . . Captivated by You
Gideon calls me his angel, but he's the miracle in my
life. The vows we'd exchanged should have bound
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us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened
up old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and
lured bitter enemies out of the shadows. We faced a
terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives we'd
had before each other or the fight for a future that
suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless
dream...
In a seductive underworld where lycans, angels and
vampires vie for supremacy, Elijah Reynolds, the
most dominant of the lycans, is forced into forming
alliance with Vashti, the second most powerful
vampire in the world, and soon their hatred for each
other turns into explosive passion. Original. 30,000
first printing.
Captivated by You: Crossfire Series, Book 4, is built
using alternating chapters from the two main
characters', Gideon's and Eva's, first-person
perspectives. Captivated by You uses a unique and
most refreshing literary device for romance genre,
and one which proves emotional-ly anchoring for the
reader and the couple. Also, unlike many other
romance flicks, this book attempts to bring in and
deal with some weightier, real-life issues. The
narrative in this book is female focused, as every
attention is given to what we know about female
readership preferences. Our male hero, Gideon, is
attentive, rich, good-looking - and (bonus, cherry-ontop) yes ladies he cooks in the kitchen - not just in
bed! Eva and most fe-male readership will resonate
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with his continual doting. Gideon is very needy on
the love he both gives to and gets from Eva. This is
so much so, that the book's title Captivated By You
is understated and might be better renamed, Can't
Live an Hour Without You. (Yes, it's a tongue in
cheek title - or at least his tongue in her cheek(s)
title.) The two main characters are, Gideon, the
book's central character, and Eva, the protagonist.
Gideon and Eva are two professional 20-somethings
and painfully needy. Largely, their needi-ness stems
from their abusive sexual pasts. While, both
characters come from prior dysfunction, they meet
their codependent states mostly with boxers down
and skirts up. In this novel, sex is the glue holds all
chapters together. There is Monday-night sex, early
morning sex, wet shower sex, dry sex, make-up sex,
midday sex, weekend sex, after work sex, and sex
after sex .... And, yes, this sex starts to wear thin (as
likely so do the sheets) about chapter 10 or 11.
However, somewhere between psychosis and
gratification, the two seem to truly love one another,
as even the primal nature of the page garners
Gideon's "Angel mine," and reflective poetry. The
softness of Gideon's poetic times provide balance for
the violent foreshadowing which may be occurring in
Day's narrative. Download your copy today! for a
limited time discount of only $2.99! Available on PC,
Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. (c) 2015
All Rights Reserved
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When Nicholas James draws Stephanie Martin's
name in their law firm's Secret Santa exchange he
knows he's in for a merry Christmas--if he can figure
out what to give the woman he's wanted for months.
When he works late and finds a crumpled piece of
paper listing Steph's personal wish list, he knows
he's in luck. Because all Steph wants for Christmas
is him, in a number of naughty ways. And not-so
saintly Nick is going to make every one of her carnal
wishes come true.
Can't get enough of Sylvia Day's Captivated by You?
Immerse yourself in her world and discover hidden
treasures with this Sidekick.Warning: This is an
independent companion to Captivated by You,
meant to enhance your experience of the novel. If
you have not yet bought Sylvia Day's novel, make
sure to purchase it before buying this unofficial
Sidekick.In the fourth book of Day's Crossfire Series,
Gideon and Eva find themselves facing some of the
strongest challenges their relationship has yet
encountered. Even as the newlyweds fight for their
future, they find themselves ensnared by the past-a
past they will have to confront if they ever want to
truly move forward. With thirteen million copies in
print, the Crossfire series and its fiery, flawed lovers
have won the hearts of readers all over the
world.With this Sidekick, you'll:* Spend some more
time with the characters you've come to know and
love* Learn what you might have missed on your first
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read of Day's novel* Uncover some of the hidden
gems and underlying themes of Crossfire, Book 4*
Explore a possible alternate ending and imagine
ideas for a sequel* Get a chance to discuss
Captivated by You with other savvy
readersSidekicks are entertaining and insightful
reading companions, filled with delightful
commentary and thought-provoking questions.
Readers have raved that they "really put you in touch
with the many layers of the novel," "keep you
entertained even longer," and are "perfect if you
want a vivid understanding of the story." Designed to
be read side by side with the novels they
complement, they'll give you even more reasons to
love some of today's best books.Here's the best
part:Today, you can get all of these insights into
Captivated by You 100% risk free!Take this Sidekick
for a test-drive for up to 7 days. If you don't love it as
much as we love a great novel, then simply return it
for a full refund under Amazon's iron-clad 100%
money-back guarantee on ebooks. No questions
asked. This is also WeLoveNovels' promise that you
will get more out of the novel than you ever have
before, or we'll find a way to make it up to you
(contact info inside). There's absolutely no risk on
your part for one full week. So go find that orange
"Buy Now With 1-Click" button and in an instant you
can start exploring the book in a whole new way!
Captivated By YouPenguin
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On the eve of his thirtieth birthday, Miguel Santos
leaves his high-powered life behind for a visit to the
small town he grew up in... and the high school
sweetheart whose wild passion he's never stopped
craving. Faith Bennett loved Miguel the moment she
saw him. But she always knew his future was in New
York, while hers was tied to the auto shop that was
her close-knit family's livelihood. Pushing him away
nearly broke her, but when he took her heart with
him, he left something precious behind. Now he's
back, demanding her body, her desire, her very soul
as retribution for the pain he still carries. He won't
settle for anything less than everything she's got, but
she still can't leave with him and he still can't stay,
and their past has secrets too explosive to share.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From J. Kenner
comes the second novel in the fast-paced trilogy that
started with Release Me. This sexy, emotionally
charged romance continues the story of Damien
Stark, the powerful multimillionaire who’s never had
to take “no” for an answer, and Nikki Fairchild, the
Southern belle who only says “yes” on her own
terms. For Damien, our obsession is a game. For
me, it is fiercely, blindingly, real. Damien Stark’s
need is palpable—his need for pleasure, his need for
control, his need for me. Beautiful and brilliant yet
tortured at his core, he is in every way my match. I
have agreed to be his alone, and now I want him to
be fully mine. I want us to possess each other
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beyond the sweetest edge of our ecstasy, into the
deepest desires of our souls. To let the fire that
burns between us consume us both. But there are
dark places within Damien that not even our wildest
passion can touch. I yearn to know his secrets,
yearn for him to surrender to me as I have
surrendered to him. But our troubled pasts will either
bind us close . . . or shatter us completely. NOTE:
This edition includes an excerpt from J. Kenner's
Say My Name. Claim Me is intended for mature
audiences.
Solène Marchand begins an impassioned affair with
a member of her daughter’s favorite boy band.
Captivated By You is the fourth book in the
continuing series by novelist, Sylvia Day. It takes the
story further and encompasses the period between
Gideon and Eva eloping and their actual wedding. At
this time very few of their good friends know of their
real marital status. The novel may be read as a
standalone book, but when read as part of the
series; it offers a more in-depth reading experience,
since there are a number of references to characters
and past events from the earlier books. Captivated
By You is more than just a romance. It may have
sexual and steamy love-making scenes, but that is
now part of the genre. A complex story that does not
end when the guy gets the girl, it actually starts with
the guy getting the girl. It goes on to check out their
sexual lives and their psychological fears and needs.
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Dominance, the need for power and the underlying
sexual longing all have an impact on their
relationship.Summary of Leaving Time Includes:*
Book Review * Story Analysis * Highlights of
Elements many Readers may have missed * Key
Character Analysis* Discussion of Themes, Symbols
and Key Takeaways* Chapter by Chapter
Breakdown of Entire BookAbout the AuthorAnt Hive
Media reads every chapter, extracts the
understanding and leaves you with understanding
and time to spare. We do the work so you can
understand the book in minutes, not hours.
INDULGE YOURSELF IN THE MULTI-MILLION
BESTSELLING CROSSFIRE SERIES Experience
the passion of Eva and Gideon's romance in these
five intensely sensual Crossfire novels: Bared to
You, Reflected in You, Entwined with You,
Captivated by You and the breathlessly awaited
finale One With You. Bared to You Gideon Cross
came into my life like lightning in the darkness beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white hot. I was
drawn to him as I'd never been to anything or
anyone in my life. The bonds of his love transformed
me, even as I prayed that the torment of our pasts
didn't tear us apart . . . Reflected in You Gideon
Cross was a bright, scorching flame that singed me
with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn't stay away.
He was my addiction. my every desire. We were
bound by our need. And our passion would take us
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beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest edge of
obsession. Entwined with You No one knows how
much Gideon risked for me. How much I'd been
threatened, or just how dark and desperate the
shadow of our pasts would become. Entwined by our
secrets, we tried to defy the odds. We made our own
rules and surrendered completely to the exquisite
power of possession . . . Captivated by You Gideon
calls me his angel, but he's the miracle in my life.
The vows we'd exchanged should have bound us
tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened up
old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and
lured bitter enemies out of the shadows. We faced a
terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives we'd
had before each other or the fight for a future that
suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless
dream . . . One with You Gideon Cross. Falling in
love with him was the easiest thing I've ever done. It
happened instantly. Completely. Irrevocably.
Marrying him was a dream come true. Staying
married to him is the fight of my life. Love
transforms. Ours is both a refuge from the storm and
the most violent of tempests. Two damaged souls
entwined as one. Read the complete collection in
this digital box-set
There's nothing more romantic than Valentine's
Day...except Sylvia Day. Now in one deluxe box set,
the first four novels in the Crossfire series. The #1
New York Times bestselling author. The #1
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worldwide phenomenon. Bared to You He was
beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was
drawn to him as I'd never been to anything or
anyone in my life. I craved his touch like a drug,
even knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and
damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so
easily... Gideon knew. He had demons of his own.
And we would become the mirrors that reflected
each other's most private wounds... and desires. The
bonds of his love transformed me, even as I prayed
that the torment of our pasts didn't tear us apart...
Reflected in You Gideon Cross. As beautiful and
flawless on the outside as he was damaged and
tormented on the inside. He was a bright, scorching
flame that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I
couldn't stay away. I didn't want to. He was my
addiction... my every desire... mine. My past was as
violent as his, and I was just as broken. We'd never
work. It was too hard, too painful... except when it
was perfect. Those moments when the driving
hunger and desperate love were the most exquisite
insanity. We were bound by our need. And our
passion would take us beyond our limits to the
sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession... Entwined
with You From the moment I first met Gideon Cross,
I recognized something in him that I needed.
Something I couldn't resist. I also saw the dangerous
and damaged soul insideso much like my own. I was
drawn to it. I needed him as surely as I needed my
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heart to beat. No one knows how much he risked for
me. How much I'd been threatened, or just how dark
and desperate the shadow of our pasts would
become. Entwined by our secrets, we tried to defy
the odds. We made our own rules and surrendered
completely to the exquisite power of possession...
Captivated by You Gideon calls me his angel, but
he's the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded
warrior, so determined to slay my demons while
refusing to face his own. The vows we'd exchanged
should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh.
Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and
insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out of the
shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp, my
greatest fears becoming my reality, my love tested in
ways I wasn't sure I was strong enough to bear. At
the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his
past encroached and threatened everything we'd
worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the
familiar safety of the lives we'd had before each
other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed
an impossible and hopeless dream...
In this Georgian-era romance by the #1 bestselling
author of the Crossfire Series, an Irish soldier-forhire falls for an enigmatic French femme fatale.
SOMETIMES TEMPTATION . . . A hardened
mercenary as adept in bed as in battle, Simon Quinn
can have any woman he wants, but he prefers those
who know the rules of the game. That way it’s
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easier to leave them behind... CAN’T BE AVOIDED
But Lysette Rousseau is one female he can’t figure
out. Beautiful, sensual, seductive, she should be the
perfect match for Simon, yet something about her
ties him in knots. Bold and manipulative one time,
sweetly innocent the next, she is an enigma bound
to bring trouble . . . impossible to resist. Praise for
Don’t Tempt Me “Day crafts several intricate love
stories (for a mother and twin daughters) that
seamlessly slip from one scorching romance to
another. Readers will devour every word of this
daringly original, boldly sensual and brilliantly plotted
book—and they’ll be breathless by its riveting
conclusion.” —RT Book Reviews, Top Pick “Set
against the backdrop of pre-Revolutionary France,
this bold, erotic tale of passion and revenge features
a cast of colorful characters and a complex and
intriguing plot. It will appeal most to readers who like
their romantic adventures fast paced and laced with
earthy language and graphic sex.” —Library Journal
“Dangerous liaisons and deceptions are the key
ingredients in the latest addition to Day’s sexy,
espionage-steeped Georgian historical-romance
series.” —Booklist
A young widow encounters the man who fueled her
dreams for years in this erotic Regency romance by
the #1 New York Times bestselling author. Seven
years ago, on the eve of her wedding, Lady Jessica
Sheffield witnessed a scandalous scene: the young
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rakehell Alistair Caulfield giving himself to a very
pleased—and paying—lady. Shocked yet titillated,
Jessica nevertheless walked down the aisle.
Throughout her serene yet unremarkable marriage,
Alistair lived in her illicit fantasies. But now fate has
left her a childless widow. Meanwhile, Alistair ran far
from his disreputable life—and the beautiful debutant
he could not have. Now a successful shipping
merchant, he has little in common with the man
Jessica once knew. But when she steps aboard his
ship for a transatlantic passage, seven years' worth
of denied pleasures are held in check by nothing
more than a few layers of silk. And as they set sail,
they finally surrender to overpowering waves of
passion. “The book that inspired Bared to
You.”—Sylvia Day
Eva Trammel, plagued by her own insecurities, is
drawn into an intense, obssessive relationship with
the wealthy and arrogant Gideon Cross. "Gideon
Cross came into my life like lightning in the
darkness. He was beautiful and brilliant, jagged and
white-hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to
anyone in my life. I craved his touch like a drug,
even knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and
damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so
easily. Gideon knew. He had demons of his own.
And we would become the mirrors that reflected
each other's most private wounds and desires. The
bonds of his love transformed me, even as I prayed
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that the torment of our pasts didn't tear us
apart."--Back cover.
From Sylvia Day, the #1 New York Times bestselling author
of the Crossfire novels, comes a novella of the Shadow
Stalkers. When Deputy US Marshal Jared Cameron started
investigating a series of arson attacks in the small seaside
town of Lion’s Bay, he had no idea that the biggest blast of
heat would come from the fire inspector. Her name was Darcy
Michaels—and if there was anyone that Jared wanted to get
down and sweaty with, it was Darcy. Darcy knew what she
was bringing out in Jared. In fact, she liked it. She reveled in
making his dirty dreams come true. Stripped down for a
scorching after-hours affair, Jared was her fantasy, too. A
hard-driving man who knew exactly what to do to please her.
But as hot as their nights were, they had no idea just how wild
it was going to get. Because Darcy has a secret. And a past.
And it’s drawing them right into the flames… Includes an
excerpt of Razor’s Edge, another Shadow Stalkers novella.
On Fire previously appeared in Hot in Handcuffs
Krimi. Imagine possessing the paranormal ability to set
someone on fire. Toast. Just by thinking about it. Junko Aoki
has those pyrokinetic powers, and she's using them to leave
a trail of smoldering bodies across Tokyo
"Oh, those naughty rakes. With their wicked winks, sensual
smiles, and bad boy habits, you just can't take them out in
polite society. But who wants to go out when you can stay in.
. .? Stolen Pleasures Sebastian Blake, Earl of Merrick, long
ago fled the responsibilities of his title to become the
infamous pirate, Captain Phoenix. But the booty he's just
captured on a merchant ship is a fierce tempered minx who
claims to be a bride. . .his bride, married to him by proxy on
behest of their fathers. He could shame his hated family and
return his beautiful wife untouched, but no treasure has ever
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proved more tempting to Sebastian, and making their
marriage a true one--in every sense--is his one urgent desire .
. . Lucien's Gamble Lucien Remington's reputation as a
debauched libertine who plays by no one's rules--in business
or the bedroom--is well deserved. He gets what he wants,
social repudiation be damned. But society can keep from him
the one thing he truly desires, the untouchable Lady Julienne
La Coeur. Until she sneaks into his club dressed as a man
and searching for her irresponsible brother. Suddenly she's in
Lucien's grasp, his to take, and his mind is filled with the most
wickedly sinful thoughts. A gentleman would walk away from
the temptation she presents. But then, Lucien has never
claimed to be a gentleman. . . Her Mad Grace Hugh La Coeur
never wanted to be the Earl of Montrose. Wine, women, and
a hefty wager are preferable to responsibility of any kind. It's
certainly preferable to spending the night in an eerie,
neglected mansion owned by a legendary madwoman. The
duchess's companion, the fiercely independent Charlotte, is
another matter altogether. Hugh would be happy to spend as
many nights in her bed as possible. He knows she's hiding
terrible secrets, but for once in his life, Hugh has the desire to
take on someone else's burden as his own, no matter what
the danger. . . They're mad, bad, and totally irresistible. . .
Once, I would never have imagined myself here. But I'm
settled now. In a place I love, in a home I renovated,
spending time with new friends I adore, and working a job
that fulfills me. I am reconciling the past and laying the
groundwork for the future.
Never mix business with pleasure. Never bring politics into
the bedroom. In a way I did both when I took Jackson
Rutledge as a lover. I can't say I wasn't warned. Two years
later, he was back. Walking into a deal I'd worked hard to
close. Under the tutelage of Lei Yeung, one of the sharpest
businesswomen in New York, I had picked up a thing or two
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since Jax walked away. I wasn't the girl he once knew, but he
hadn't changed. Unlike the last time we'd drifted into each
other's lives, I knew exactly what I was dealing with... and
how addictive his touch could be. The inner circle of glamour,
sex, and privilege was Jax's playground--but this time, I knew
the rules of the game. In the cutthroat business world, one
adage rules all: keep your enemies close and your ex-lovers
closer...
'The sweetest love story . . . you're going to LOVE it' Marian
Keyes 'You'll fall head over heels for this book' Reese
Witherspoon A LOVE STORY FOR ANYONE WHO
WATCHES LOVE ACTUALLY AND BRIDGET JONES'
DIARY EVERY CHRISTMAS! This festive season get ready
to be whisked off your feet by the Sunday Times bestseller
that's stolen a million hearts around the world.
___________________________ Laurie is pretty sure love at
first sight doesn't exist. After all, life isn't a scene from the
movies, is it? But then, through a misted-up bus window one
freezing day, she sees a man she knows instantly is the one.
Their eyes meet, there's a moment of pure magic...and then
her bus drives away. Laurie thinks she'll never see the boy
from the bus again. But at a party later that year, her best
friend Sarah introduces her to the new love of her life. Who is,
of course, the boy from the bus. Determined to let him go,
Laurie gets on with her life. But what if fate has other plans?
Following Laurie, Sarah and Jack through ten years of love,
heartbreak and friendship, One Day in December is an
uplifting and immensely moving love story for fans of Jojo
Moyes, Lucy Diamond and Nicholas Sparks.
___________________________ WHAT AUTHORS ARE
SAYING 'Sucked me in and didn't let go. It made me laugh,
cry, ache and shout at the characters. Utterly
captivating...one of my favourite books' Holly Martin 'The
number one feel-good read' Dinah Jefferies 'The love story
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you've been waiting for ... I loved it!' Miranda Dickinson 'A feelgood, heart-wrenching tribute to the female friends we cannot
do without, as well as the men that we fall for. Josie Silver is
one to watch.' Stephanie Butland
___________________________ WHAT READERS ARE
SAYING 'I laughed, I cried, I shouted at the characters and I
absolutely loved this story' Jennifer 'This book NEEDS to be
made into a film' Louise 'Devastatingly good' Johnny 'I LOVE
LOVE LOVED this book' Viccki 'Wow! What a book!' Jen 'This
kept me turning pages long into the night. I'd highly
recommend it' Christine 'I can't wait to reread it over and over'
Nikita 'I just didn't want this book to end . . . I shall be singing
its praises from the rooftops' Cassie 'The perfect book to read
this winter' Rebecca 'I'd recommend it to all' L.J. 'I devoured
this book' Amanda
The New York Times bestselling WORLDWIDE phenomenon
Winner of the Goodreads Choice Award for Fiction | A Good
Morning America Book Club Pick | Independent (London) Ten
Best Books of the Year "A feel-good book guaranteed to lift
your spirits."—The Washington Post The dazzling readerfavorite about the choices that go into a life well lived, from
the acclaimed author of How To Stop Time and The Comfort
Book. Somewhere out beyond the edge of the universe there
is a library that contains an infinite number of books, each
one the story of another reality. One tells the story of your life
as it is, along with another book for the other life you could
have lived if you had made a different choice at any point in
your life. While we all wonder how our lives might have been,
what if you had the chance to go to the library and see for
yourself? Would any of these other lives truly be better? In
The Midnight Library, Matt Haig's enchanting blockbuster
novel, Nora Seed finds herself faced with this decision. Faced
with the possibility of changing her life for a new one,
following a different career, undoing old breakups, realizing
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her dreams of becoming a glaciologist; she must search
within herself as she travels through the Midnight Library to
decide what is truly fulfilling in life, and what makes it worth
living in the first place.
Captivated by You: Crossfire Series, Book 4, is built using
alternating chapters from the two main characters', Gideon's
and Eva's, first-person perspectives. Captivated by You uses
a unique and most refreshing literary device for romance
genre, and one which proves emotional-ly anchoring for the
reader and the couple. Also, unlike many other romance
flicks, this book attempts to bring in and deal with some
weightier, real-life issues.The narrative in this book is female
focused, as every attention is given to what we know about
female readership preferences. Our male hero, Gideon, is
attentive, rich, good-looking - and (bonus, cherry-on-top) yes
ladies he cooks in the kitchen - not just in bed! Eva and most
fe-male readership will resonate with his continual doting.
Gideon is very needy on the love he both gives to and gets
from Eva. This is so much so, that the book's title Captivated
By You is understated and might be better renamed, Can't
Live an Hour Without You. (Yes, it's a tongue in cheek title or at least his tongue in her cheek(s) title.)The two main
characters are, Gideon, the book's central character, and
Eva, the protagonist. Gideon and Eva are two professional
20-somethings and painfully needy. Largely, their needi-ness
stems from their abusive sexual pasts. While, both characters
come from prior dysfunction, they meet their codependent
states mostly with boxers down and skirts up. In this novel,
sex is the glue holds all chapters together. There is Mondaynight sex, early morning sex, wet shower sex, dry sex, makeup sex, midday sex, weekend sex, after work sex, and sex
after sex .... And, yes, this sex starts to wear thin (as likely so
do the sheets) about chapter 10 or 11. However, somewhere
between psychosis and gratification, the two seem to truly
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love one another, as even the primal nature of the page
garners Gideon's "Angel mine," and reflective poetry. The
softness of Gideon's poetic times provide balance for the
violent foreshadowing which may be occurring in Day's
narrative.Download your copy today!Available on PC, Mac,
smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. (c) 2015 All Rights
Reserved
A reformed rake sets his sights on true love in this steamy
Regency romance by the #1 New York Times–bestselling
author of Butterfly in Frost. The Marquess of Grayson never
felt a twinge of guilt when he stole the beautiful Lady Pelham
right out from under his best friend’s nose. After all, they
were well matched in all things—their sensual appetites,
wicked wits, provocative reputations, and their absolute
refusal to ruin their marriage of convenience by falling in love.
But then a shocking turn of events sent her roguish husband
from her side. Four years later, he has returned a powerful,
irresistible man who is determined to seduce his way into her
affections. No, this is not at all the man she married. But he is
the man who might finally steal her heart . . . Praise for The
Stranger I Married “Boldly passionate, scorchingly sexy
Regency romance.” —Booklist “The writing . . . is very smooth
and readable and the love scenes very hot and nicely done.”
—All About Romance
The fourth novel in the #1 New York Times and #1 USA
Today bestselling Crossfire series. Gideon calls me his angel,
but he’s the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded
warrior, so determined to slay my demons while refusing to
face his own. The vows we'd exchanged should have bound
us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old
wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured bitter
enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp,
my greatest fears becoming my reality, my love tested in
ways I wasn’t sure I was strong enough to bear. At the
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brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his past
encroached and threatened everything we’d worked so hard
for. We faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives
we’d had before each other or the fight for a future that
suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless dream...
SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL: James Bell, Viscount Ormond, is
a shameless rake, infamous for his skills in seduction--and
Claire Russell doesn't intend for her sister to become his
latest conquest. That is why she's come to the viscount's
private masked ball. The flagrant sensuality and unabashed
decadence on display there are shocking, but they are
nothing compared to the scandalous fire Claire feels when
James makes a wholly improper suggestion--improper,
indecent, and very, very tempting. MISCHIEF AND THE
MARQUESS: Justin, the Marquess of Fontaine and Lady
Sophie Milton-Riley have no desire to marry. To satisfy their
mothers' insistence that they would be quite right together,
they set out to demonstrate how completely ill suited they are
for one another. Justin is allergic to her perfume. Sophie
dislikes his dogs. He prefers blondes; she, brunette men. But
the more they seek to prove how wrong their union would be,
the more right things feel. And when opposites attract, there's
no denying the sparks or the heat. RUBY KISS: Susannah
Fowler is in possession of many temptations--an independent
nature, a quick wit, and lush curves. She is also in possession
of a fortune in stolen jewels hidden within her favorite corset.
If rakehell Carlyle Jameson wants it, he will have to remove it
himself. From her boudoir or from her body. One kiss ought to
distract her, but one kiss leads to another and another, till
there's no turning back and no desire to try.
The long-awaited sequel to My Sweet Audrina, one of V.C.
Andrews’s strangest, most beloved books—and now a
Lifetime movie! Whitefern swallowed Audrina’s
childhood—and now the sprawling Victorian mansion
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threatens her adult life too... Audrina remembers a better
time, when her husband, Arden, was a young man with a
heart filled with devotion for her. He didn’t used to be this
ambitious, expansive...this cruel. But then, the death of
Audrina’s father changed a great many things. When the
reading of her father’s will reveals that Audrina herself will
control fifty-one percent of the family brokerage—the halls of
Whitefern again don’t feel safe. Arden’s protestations
become frantic, nearly violent. And while Audrina didn’t
anticipate running the family business, she’s curious to do
so. And she can’t help but wonder what had made her father
change his will at the last minute? What did he know about
Arden that she didn’t? Trapped in the middle of it all: her
fragile, simple sister—the beautiful, trusting Sylvia. Audrina
promised her father she’d watch over the young woman. But
after years of relative quiet, the dark days of Whitefern may
have returned...
DISCOVER THE FIRST BOOK IN THE DARKLY SENSUAL
CROSSFIRE SERIES THAT HAS CAPTURED MILLIONS OF
HEARTS AROUND THE WORLD - PERFECT FOR FANS
OF FIFTY SHADES OF GREY **NEW ENHANCED EBOOK
INCLUDING THE SONG 'GOLDEN'** Gideon Cross. As
beautiful and flawless on the outside as he was damaged and
tormented on the inside. He was a bright, scorching flame
that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn't stay
away. I didn't want to. He was my addiction . . . my every
desire . . . mine. My past was as violent as his, and I was just
as broken. We'd never work. It was too hard, too painful . . .
except when it was perfect. Those moments when the driving
hunger and desperate love were the most exquisite insanity.
We were bound by our need. And our passion would take us
beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession
. . . Intensely romantic, darkly sensual and completely
addictive, Sylvia Day's Reflected in You will take you to the
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very limits of obsession . . .
New York Times bestselling author Tara Sue Me returns to
the story of Abby and Nathaniel to explore the passion after
the 'Happily-Ever-After'... Limits were made to be pushed.
Abby West has everything she wanted: a family, a
skyrocketing new career, and a sexy, Dominant husband who
fulfills her every need. Only, as her life outside the bedroom
becomes hectic, her Master's sexual requirements inside
become more extreme. Abby doesn't understand Nathaniel's
increased need for control, but she can't deny the delicious
way her body reacts to his tantalizing demands... Between
Abby's reluctance and Nathaniel's unyielding commands, the
delicate balance of power between the Dominant and his
submissive threatens to shift. And as the underlying tension
and desire between them heats up, so does the struggle to
keep everything they value from falling apart ...
The worldwide phenomenon continues as Eva and Gideon
face the demons of their pasts and accept the consequences
of their obsessive desires in the third novel in the #1 New
York Times bestselling Crossfire series. From the moment I
first met Gideon Cross, I recognized something in him that I
needed. Something I couldn’t resist. I also saw the
dangerous and damaged soul inside—so much like my own. I
was drawn to it. I needed him as surely as I needed my heart
to beat. No one knows how much he risked for me. How
much I’d been threatened, or just how dark and desperate
the shadow of our pasts would become. Entwined by our
secrets, we tried to defy the odds. We made our own rules
and surrendered completely to the exquisite power of
possession...
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